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Abstract
A global business strategy is needed to be able to compete in all industry sectors today. Companies need to decide
how to change or adopt a business model to achieve above-average returns. The trend of using shipping services
increases every year. This is similar to the increasing use of e-commerce in Indonesia, which makes research on this
subject interesting for further research. Selling ornamental plants online requires a delivery service that can
distribute limited plants for long-distance distribution. This study will discuss the two delivery services that are most
often used by ornamental plant online stores in Malang Raya. Based on the survey, PT. JET Global Express (J&T
Express) with a percentage of 29% and PT. The Nugraha Ekakurir (JNE Express) route with a percentage of 23% is
the two services most often used to distribute ornamental plants in Malang Raya. This study aims to study and find
out whether there are differences in the assessment of J&T Express's business strategy compared to JNE Express
(comparative study) of resources, capabilities, competitive advantages, attractive industries, and strategy formulation
and implementation based on the global business strategies of the two companies in distributing ornamental plants.
This research method is based on a comparative case study analysis of two delivery services. Research data was
obtained from journals, surveys, and interviews. The results of this study are the business strategies of the two
companies in maintaining business continuity, their ability to support the distribution of ornamental plants, and the
different test of the two companies with a significance value of 0.006, where 0.006 <0.05 which means that there are
differences in the assessments of the two companies so that they can be compared.
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1. Introduction
Globalization of the world economy uses political, cultural, and economic forces driven by economies of scale,
comparative advantage, and markets to promote its business (Khofiyah & Sutopo, 2020). Companies with global
business strategies will develop their competitive advantages through operations in interconnected national markets
by utilizing their resources. According to Istiqomah & Sutopo (2020) Companies that implement a global business
strategy can compare the company's performance assessment among other global businesses by regulating the
organizational model industry (I/O), resource development model, and the company's organizational ability to make
changes in the face of competition. Indonesia is an archipelagic country with various districts or cities and has many
nicknames according to the conditions and advantages in the area. The city of flowers is one of the nicknames on the
list of city nicknames in Indonesia. Malang Raya has a median green line in the form of extensive and abundant
flowering and leafy ornamental plants, so it is nicknamed the Flower City in Indonesia (Fajriani, et al, 2019).
Ornamental plant cultivation is included in the business whose demand continues to increase and can still survive
today and can be better if supported by the expansion of promotion and sales (Azhar, et al, 2021). At first, the sale of
ornamental plants was only done offline, but as the times progressed, many ornamental plant businesses began to
market their products towards digitalization so that their sales could be wider and without limits.
Plant products have the characteristics of an expiration date and a limited shelf life of the product. Based on research
by Dharma, et al (2016), some obstacles that arise due to supplying ornamental plants from the Greater Malang area,
namely technical constraints where plants sometimes experience damage due to shipping, causing a shortage of
ornamental plant stocks and uncertain price increases to find the fastest solution. Therefore, ornamental plant
entrepreneurs currently need delivery services that can distribute plants safely, securely, and on time. According to a
survey conducted in the Greater Malang area, two shipping expeditions are most often used by ornamental plant
entrepreneurs, namely J&T Express with a percentage of 29% and JNE Express with a percentage of 23%. Which of
the two, the shipping expedition has the best business strategy to support the distribution of ornamental plants?. The
distribution of ornamental plants is one of the deliveries of the many types of goods sent through freight forwarding
service companies. Based on the survey, J&T Express and JNE Express have a successful business strategy to
support the distribution of ornamental plants in Malang Raya. The two companies have different corporate strategies
based on global strategies, including the Company's Vision and Mission, Goals, Key Performance Indicators, Matrix
Variables, and Success Benchmarks. In its strategy, the company also needs to apply the concept of strategic
management, its strengths, opportunities, and threats and be responsive to market developments to compare its
company with competitors. This journal describes a comparative study of the business strategies of two shipping
service companies to distribute ornamental plants in Malang Raya. The company that will be compared is PT. JET
Global Express (J&T Express) and PT. Nugraha Ekakurir Line (JNE Express). The two companies implemented a
Global Business Strategy to obtain above-average returns through the business models they developed. The strategy
will then be compared based on certain indicators that support the ornamental plant distribution business in Malang
Raya.
This study aims to study and find out whether there are differences in the assessment of J&T Express's business
strategy compared to JNE Express (comparative study) from the point of view of strategic management concepts
including indicators of resources, capability, competitive advantage, an attractive industry, and formulation and
implementation in distributing ornamental plants. This comparison can later become a conclusion for further
research studies and become the basis for commercialization models for other companies.
There are previous related studies related to ornamental plants and delivery services. Research by Fajriani, et al
(2019) examines the suitability of the median green lane on the Malang city road and states that the theme of the
Malang city park is the city of flowers. Research by Azhar, et al (2021) states that digitalization of marketing can be
optimized for its use as a marketing medium for ornamental plants. Research Dharma, et al (2016) reviews the risks
of shipping and purchasing ornamental plants from outside the region and their sales strategies. Ristamaya's research
(2018) reveals the marketing strategy of J&T Express that has been implemented. Lestari Research (2019) states that
the service quality and trust variables have a positive effect on customer satisfaction and the price variable hurts on
customer satisfaction. The research of Rumangkit et al (2019) states that the role of technology is important in
advancing operational management and helping J&T obtain greater profits which of course affects customer
satisfaction. Anshar's research (2019) states that location, price, and service quality have a positive effect on
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customer satisfaction. Research by Hatneny, et al (2017) which states that customer loyalty has a positive effect on
service recovery and JNE Express customer satisfaction. Harlana's research (2020) states that the service quality of
J&T Express in Taman Sidoarjo affects the company's image and competitive advantage.

2. Literature Review
The changing times towards a global value chain have not run as a whole. Many studies focus on strategic
international alliances and partnerships, joint ventures, and mergers and acquisitions without exploring the
distribution of value-added in inter-firm relationships. Multinational companies as objects of analysis in the
international business literature can be seen in terms of ownership and control through the perspective of governance
and intra-company trade economics (Humphrey, et al 2019). Strategic management aims to effectively utilize the
company's management resources, technology, work environment factors, and customer needs. Developing strategic
management of the two freight forwarding companies, it can be done by analyzing the company's external and
internal factors. The mechanism for analyzing the external environment is by sorting and selecting the general
scope, the industry scope that affects profitability, and the competitor environment that affects the dynamics of
competitors' actions, responses, and intentions originating from outside the company (Hitt, et al 2007). The
mechanism of the internal environment is by sorting and selecting the Global economic sphere to overcome
competitive strategies, Mindset not to depend on assumptions from one country, culture, and context, and Analysis
of results to understand how to utilize and integrate heterogeneous resources and the company's ability to face
competition.
This comparative study is intended for freight forwarding service companies J&T Express and JNE Express, which
are the two shipping expeditions most often used by ornamental plant online shops in Malang Raya. The
comparative study framework can be formed through several stages, including identifying the company's resources
by knowing human resources, fleet, brands, patterns, strengths, and weaknesses of the two companies compared to
their competitors, Determining the company's capabilities that are better than its competitors, Determining the
reasons for choosing the two companies to studied, competitive advantage, Identify the chosen strategy, and
Strategy Formulation and Implementation (Aqidawati & Sutopo 2020). Strengths, Opportunities, and Threats
indicators need to be added as an illustration of the company's competitiveness and formulate strategies to deal with
company threats to get above-average-return. It aims to compare the environment, models, and strategies of the two
companies in supporting the distribution of ornamental plants which are currently busy in the market and are needed
by the online shops for ornamental plants. The framework for comparing the two companies is shown in Figure 1 as
follows:

Figure 1. Framework
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3. Methods
The method used in this study is a quantitative method, which aims to describe the global business strategy
implemented by the J&T Express and JNE Express Expeditionary Companies and then analyze it to find which
shipping company is superior in implementing its business strategy. The data for this study were collected from
various sources in the form of surveys, journals, interviews, and news that discussed the development of the two
companies. Figure 2 is the step of this research.
Identification of
Problems

Data Collection and
Processing

Result and
Discussion

Conclusion

Figure 2. Research Steps

4. Data Collection
Data collection began in March 2021 through a survey to online ornamental plant sellers in Malang Raya, showing
the results that J&T Express and JNE Express are the two most frequently used expedition services to distribute
ornamental plants in Malang Raya. Furthermore, data collection through journals and related readings on what
business strategies have been designed, as well as interviews with employees of both companies. The next data
collection is a questionnaire, addressed to online ornamental plant buyers which aims to obtain an assessment of the
business strategy of the two freight forwarding service companies in supporting the distribution of ornamental
plants. The assessment is then processed through a Statistical Test using SPSS to find out whether there is a
difference in scores between the two companies?. The research hypothesis "There is a significant difference in the
assessment of the business strategy adopted by J&T Express and JNE Express in supporting the distribution of
ornamental plants in Malang Raya".

5. Results and Discussion
The following is a comparison of J&T Express and JNE Express freight forwarding service companies. The
following comparison can illustrate of the environment, models, and strategies used by the two companies which
will then be analyzed. The situation of goods delivery service companies in supporting the distribution needs of
ornamental plants will be used as a reference in developing and meeting the distribution needs of other types of
goods. PT. Global Jet Express (J&T Express) is a freight forwarding company founded by the ex-CEO of OPPO
Indonesia and the Founder of Oppo International by offering fast delivery of pick-up and delivery services,
optimizing routes, efficiency, service security, and reducing transportation costs into the hands of consumers. or
consignee (Ristamaya, 2018). J&T Express has competitors who are far ahead of the expedition business and the
delivery has covered all regions in Indonesia, namely PT. The Nugraha Ekakurir Line (JNE Express) was
established in 1990.

5.1 Resources and Capabilities
The Trend of unlimited freight forwarding continues to grow in Indonesia. This automatically depends on the
running of the freight forwarding service business. Every company in this field will compete to show its best
performance. Resources are one of the indicators used to assess the company's competitive advantage and ability.
The J&T Express logo is a striking red color which signifies courage to face its competitors who are far more
established and earlier. J&T Express reaches delivery of goods throughout Indonesia with 4,000 operating points, 55
storage warehouses, 100 gateway centers with professional equipment, thousands of fleets in the form of
motorcycles, cars, trucks, planes, etc. (KargoTech. 2021). J&T Express is a company organization in the Limited
Liability Company (PT) group, protected by a legal entity whose capital is collected from various shares from
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various investors and opens opportunities for agents who want to join. Has more than 30,000 trained human
resources with millions of rupiah in salary income with goods delivery reaching 1-1.5 million packages per day
(Industry Cash. 2021). Figure 2 is a J&T Express delivery service directly to customers.
Resources are one of the indicators used to assess the company's competitive advantage and ability. The J&T
Express logo is a striking red color which signifies courage to face its competitors who are far more established and
earlier. J&T Express reaches delivery of goods throughout Indonesia with 4,000 operating points, 55 storage
warehouses, 100 gateway centers with professional equipment, thousands of fleets in the form of motorcycles, cars,
trucks, planes, etc. (KargoTech. 2021). Has more than 30,000 trained human resources with millions of rupiah in
salary income with goods delivery reaching 1-1.5 million packages per day (Industri Kontan. 2021). Figure 3 is a
J&T Express delivery service directly to customers.

Figure 3. Delivery of goods by J&T Express courier
As a competitor to J&T Express, JNE Express was established much earlier. JNE Express has a red and blue logo
that reflects "cool, calm but smart" while the red color reflects "spirit, strength, and ambition that continues to
increase", the curved line on the logo is interpreted as a business that continues to grow and pays attention to
sharpness and accuracy (WarungKurir .2020). Having a business strategy that is can make this company maintain its
sustainability to date. JNE Express serves express delivery, handling goods traffic in Indonesia, has 6000 service
location points, has more than 40,000 employees, 4000 fleet units, and can send more than 1 million packages in 1
day (JNE Express Profile). The scope of delivery of JNE Express goods is wider and has proven to be the most
frequently searched for goods delivery service on the google search engine because of its location spread over
thousands of points. Figure 4 is a JNE Express delivery service directly to customers.

Figure 4. Delivery of goods by JNE Express courier

5.2 Competitive Advantages
J&T Express has the slogan “Express Your Online Business” because it believes e-commerce business is moving so
fast in Indonesia and J&T Express is ready to support it. Service delivery services by J&T Express reach all regions
in Indonesia and even to several Southeast Asian countries such as Malaysia, Vietnam, the Philippines, and Thailand
(Pressrelease, 2019). Competitiveness is an organization's ability to perform better than competitors that are difficult
for other companies to imitate. PT. Global Jet Express (J&T Express) has a competitive strategy that prioritizes
customer satisfaction and is influenced by service quality and trust (Lestari, 2020). In addition, J&T Express has a
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preference for fast, precise, safe, package pick-up service strategies to the customer's place, by implementing
Technology 4.0 to support the sorting process until the goods are received by consumers with real- time features, 24hour service for 365 days, and tracking that makes things easier. this is an advantage over other services (Harlana.
2020). According to Zainon, et al (2018) J&T Express managed to reach a company value of 543 million dollars,
where this value exceeds the company's initial assessment because the target of J&T Express services is aimed at ecommerce and countries in Southeast Asia.
J&T Express's strategy during operation, especially before Eid, national online shopping day, and others, is to
prepare additional vehicle infrastructure, human resources, and warehouses to avoid missing opportunities. The
ability of J&T Express to support online buying and selling of ornamental plants because of its accuracy in shipping
goods according to receipts and the type of delivery service chosen. Customers must wrap ornamental plants as
safely as possible according to their standards and convey this. Delivery of ornamental plants via J&T Express is
advised to use the safest packaging possible because there is no difference in treatment with other packaged goods.
Based on the accuracy of the goods according to the type of package selected, it becomes an opportunity for online
ornamental plant delivery to choose an express or express package to avoid damage to plants as well as wilting).
JNE Express's slogan is "Connecting Happiness" because it believes that a smile can give happiness, and JNE
Express is ready to deliver happiness through various steps to provide the greatest benefit to the community. Service
delivery services by JNE Express reach all regions in Indonesia. JNE Express maintains the company's
competitiveness with its competitors in terms of service quality, and delivery prices. JNE Express continues to make
improvements and the dimensions of service quality that continue to be improved include reality, reliability,
assurance, empathy, and responsiveness. JNE Express delivery of goods reaches more than one million packages per
day and until now continues to increase because the interest in delivery services is also increasing. JNE Express is a
company organization in the Limited Liability Company (PT) group, protected by a legal entity whose capital is
collected from various shares from various investors and opens opportunities for agents who want to join. The
strength of the JNE Express company's resources is at the same time its advantages, namely the location of agents
that are easy to reach, lower shipping rates; and Evaluation of services to achieve customer loyalty (Anshar, 2019).
This is in line with the research of Choerunnisa, et al. (2017) which states that customer loyalty is the key to a
company's competitive advantage that has a positive effect on service recovery and customer satisfaction.
JNE Express chooses a strategy to maximize service products or facilities that suit customer needs, such as payment,
friendly logistics, cashback, and discounted shipping costs. The ability of JNE Express to support online buying and
selling of ornamental plants because these service points are widely spread so that deliveries are also in a wide
scope. Customers must wrap ornamental plants as safely as possible according to their standards and convey this,
JNE also provides wood as additional packaging to make it safer (if the customer needs it). Shipment of ornamental
plants outside the island or remote areas needs to state a quarantine letter containing the condition of the ornamental
plants before being sent and approved by the customer and JNE. It is recommended that delivery of ornamental
plants via JNE Express must use the safest packaging possible because there is no difference in treatment with other
packaged. Based on the wide-spread coverage of JNE shipments, the cheaper JNE service rates are an opportunity
for customers to expand their market coverage with more profitable shipping costs.

5.3 An Attractive Industry
Along with the development of the times, every individual needs services that provide easy and affordable delivery
of goods. In addition, technological developments that make buying and selling activities carried out online through
e-commerce and so on are also a factor in the increasing public need for a Goods Delivery Service Company.
Expeditionary Services J&T Express and JNE Express are two large freight forwarding service companies that can
run until now. These two companies are interesting to study because they are the two shipping services that are most
often used by ornamental plant e-commerce in Malang Raya because of their superiority in price, maintaining
product security, and so on which are superior to other shipping services.

5.4 Strategy Formulation and Implementation
The price of goods delivery services through J&T Express is relatively more expensive than its competitors, but J&T
Express has managed to prove its quality so that customers are willing to spend a little more money with guaranteed
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quality and trust. The strength of the J&T Express company's resources is picking up goods to the sender's address
via android and IOS-based applications or calling the hotline 24 hours a day (J&T Express Profile). The weakness of
the J&T Express company's resources is that on a bad internet network it is usually difficult for the management
information system to find customer receipts. The ability of J&T Express which is better than its competitors lies in
the accuracy of the position of the goods, the time the goods arrive according to the application and receipt, and the
time of service. E-Commerce is a buying and selling activity through electronic media whose demand is increasing,
this is used as the main target and opportunity for J&T to continue its business, and increase revenue so that it can
compete with its competitors well.
Checking JNE Express rates online is not detailed for the area of origin and destination, Provides various types of
shipments that affect shipping rates, Accompanied by information on the estimated arrival of the goods. JNE
Express uses technology as part of development, x-ray machines, GPS to satellite communication tools, the service
lasts for 6 working days (JNE Express Profile). The weakness of J&T Express company resources is in the delivery
that sometimes exceeds the estimated time limit from the start, and the delivery time does not match the delivery
receipt. JNE Express's better ability than its competitors lies in offering lower prices and more service points than its
competitors. Services between goods and services spread to remote areas serve as the main target and opportunity
for JNE to deliver smiles and benefits as widely as possible to maintain business continuity and increase revenue so
that it can compete with its competitors well.

5.5 Lesson Learned
Lesson learned that can be obtained from PT. JET Global Express (J&T Express) and PT. The Nugraha Ekakurir
(JNE Express) route has a proven strategy to maintain the sustainability of freight forwarding services by sending
millions of packages every day. Both companies have a motto as well as services that answer problems or become
the right solution for the needs of the community. Having a value in the form of excellence that is trusted by the
community. JNT Express has the advantage of the accuracy of delivery receipts, time of arrival of goods and
applications, and package pick-up services at a higher rate, while JNE Express has the advantage of cheaper rates
with many service points. These advantages are quite different, but both are proven to be able to maintain the
company's sustainability and company profits with values that are trusted by the community. The following is a
further explanation of the lessons learned from the two freight forwarding service companies in seeing opportunities
and using their strengths to evaluate their shortcomings and face the threats of freight forwarders. Table 1 is an
analysis of the strengths, opportunities, and threats of J&T Express in supporting the distribution of ornamental
plants. Table 2 is an analysis of the strengths, opportunities, and threats of JNE Express in supporting the
distribution of ornamental plants.
Table 1: J&T Express
Strength
Equipped with instructions for
using ornamental plant packaging
as safely as possible.
Trusted for the accuracy of the
goods to be by checking the
existence of the package online as
well as the type of package
chosen.

Opportunity
The Distribution Of Ornamental
Plants is becoming a trend
because the demand for them has
increased since the pandemic
J&T Express has the slogan
Express your online business
which is a plus for online
ornamental plant sellers in
Malang Raya

Threat
Price gap with its competitors.
Competition maintains the
safety of ornamental plants
that
have
special
characteristics.

The timeliness of the goods to
support the distribution needs of
ornamental plants because of their
characteristics that are easy to
wither.
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Table 2: JNE Express
Strength
Equipped with instructions for
using ornamental plant packaging
as safely as possible.
Has a package delivery rate that is
more affordable than its
competitors and has a wider
reach.
Affordable package rates can
attract the interest of the online
shop for ornamental plants.

Opportunity
The distribution of ornamental
plants is becoming a trend
because the demand for them has
increased since the pandemic.
JNE Express has the slogan
Connecting Happiness which is a
plus because its reach is wide
and makes it easy for people to
send ornamental plants to any
location.

Threat
Gap Punctuality to its
competitors.
Competition maintains the
safety of ornamental plants
that have special
characteristics.

Indonesia has many freight forwarding service companies that have been around for a long time. It aims to meet the
needs of the community and drive the economy. Apart from J&T Express and JNE Express, other shipping service
companies can also be used to distribute ornamental plants, but based on a survey in Malang Raya, these two
companies are the ones most often used by ornamental plant e-commerce. This paper uses the Wilcoxon Test on
SPSS to test the results of the assessment of the two freight forwarding companies. The results of the different tests
are in Table 3.
Table 3. Different Test Results of the Two Freight Forwarding Service Companies
Two Freight Forwarding Service Companies
J&T Express

Sig.
0.006

JNE Express

Based on Table 3, the Asymp Sig (2-tailed) Test Statistic value is 0.006. Where 0.006 <0.05 means the hypothesis is
accepted "There is a significant difference in the assessment of the business strategy adopted by J&T Express and
JNE Express in supporting the distribution of ornamental plants in Malang Raya".
Similar research is found in the research of Nugraheni & Suyanto (2021) which shows, Based on the results of the
Mann Whitney U-Test, there are differences in service quality on JNE Express and J&T Express delivery services
from the dimensions of reliability, responsiveness, and assurance. J&T Express resulted in an average accumulation
of five quality dimensions of 76.49% with suggestions that they must continue to maintain reliability in maintaining
package security, responsiveness in delivering clear information, and always maintaining consumer trust.
Meanwhile, JNE Express produces an average accumulation of five quality dimensions of 73.79% with suggestions
that are expected to pay attention to reliability in on time delivery, responsiveness in handling consumer complaints
and accountability in case of loss of consumer packages.

6. Conclusions
J&T Express and JNE Express have proven to be able to maintain sustainability in the field of goods delivery
services, but have not been accompanied by programs specifically to serve the distribution of ornamental plants. The
design of the business strategies of the two companies is somewhat different but based on a global strategy,
competitive, and each has competitive advantages in business models and strategies.
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Both companies provide the right solution through delivery services as needed, and answer problems in Indonesia.
In the field of ornamental plant distribution, J&T Express has the strength in the form of customer trust in the
timeliness of the goods to be in accordance with the choice of package type and the accuracy of the location of the
package that can be tracked online. This supports the distribution needs of ornamental plants because of their wilting
characteristics. PT. The Nugraha Ekakurir (JNE Express) line has the strength of a package delivery rate that is more
affordable than its competitors and has a wider range. This can attract the interest of online shops and their
customers to be able to distribute ornamental plants at lower prices. Based on the results of this study shows that
there is a difference between the assessment of J&T Express and JNE Express business strategies in supporting the
distribution of ornamental plants.
The weakness of this study is that the two freight forwarding companies are local companies operating in Indonesia
and cover a small area of neighboring countries. Suggestions for further research or studies are one of the studies of
companies operating abroad.
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